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Abstract

The vast proliferation and widespread use of a variety of mobile devices in the heterogeneous networking
environment necessitates the introduction of lightweight management mechanisms to ease the administration
complexity and optimise the overall system performance. To this end, one key research problem is the design
of novel functionalities in network nodes to enable their self-adaptation to varying operational conditions, e.g.
their own resources saturation–and to the status of other neighbouring nodes, to assure stability and optimality
in the resource management. In these terms, the introduction of advanced techniques for the load balancing of
users’ requests in order to avoid the resources saturation is a fundamental objective. The latter addresses both
the local node level as well as the cluster level of neighbouring nodes. In this article, an appropriate model for
the management of computational system resources is proposed, enhanced with prediction schemes. An
algorithmic framework is introduced for the proactive load balancing of user decision-making requests,
assuming reconfigurable and autonomous mobile devices. The latter is based on the proposed metric of user
satisfaction; such metric is a function of the network response time for serving the decision-making requests. An
analytical model has been proposed to compute the predicted values of the user satisfaction, extending the
prediction models by Andreolini. Acting on top of the typical load-balancing actions for handling the current
resources saturations, the goal of this framework is to avoid the full utilisation of system resources in the near
future. Afterwards, the introduced prediction-based load-balancing framework has initially been evaluated in a
test-single node system and then applied in a case study system. The obtained results show the gains of the
presented framework in terms of the number of dropped user requests. The introduction of prediction schemes
enables to minimise the number of dropped user requests for both classes of mobile devices. It should be
noted that the prediction framework optimises the failure rates for the autonomous mobile devices. This
outcome indicates that the introduction of intelligence in the mobile devices eases their proactive
management.
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1. Introduction
The vast proliferation in the number and type of mobile
devices along with their widespread use has been the
emerging trend that dominated next-generation mobile
communication systems. Such an environment raises an
unprecedented demand for the dynamic, lightweight
management of the multitude of mobile devices, to ease
the complexity of their administration and optimise the

overall system performance [1,2]. Focusing on the over-
all network management aspects, a key issue is the effi-
cient management of the system resources, spanning
from the physical layer, to the protocol stacks and up to
the application and services layer.
To this end, the notions of reconfigurability and auto-

nomic networking provide a solution to this problem,
fostering the introduction of intelligence in mobile
devices and network nodes [3]. The intelligence is trans-
lated in awareness and adaptation capabilities as well as
distribution of the management overhead in the system
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entities, thereby enabling the flexible and efficient
system administration. In such an environment, the fol-
lowing technical challenge is raised:

- How to optimise the network resource manage-
ment in terms of handling user requests, taking into
account the overall system performance and the
devices capabilities?

This article investigates this challenge, by addressing
the dynamic resource management of the network nodes
that serve the control plane signalling coming from the
mobile devices. A key question is what happens with the
huge amount of control plane data that are generated to
the network side. Inevitably, there is a need to handle the
generated control plane signalling/decision-making
requests efficiently, alleviating the network management
burden and optimising the utilisation of the respective
system resources. In this work, two types of mobile
devices are considered in our system: reconfigurable and
autonomous ones. The differentiation among them lies
in their decision-making capabilities. Reconfigurable
mobile devices simply produce decision-making requests
to the network side, whereas autonomous mobile devices
are able to specify a first set of alternatives that are then
communicated to the network side for validation. To this
end, a lightweight management mechanism of the deci-
sion-making requests is proposed, which allows for their
specialised administration according to the type of origi-
nating mobile device.
In this article, we introduce a lightweight management

framework for the nodes’ resources management, when
they are close to their full utilisation (system saturation).
Such framework enables the resources reallocation,
through the load balancing of the user requests to neigh-
bouring nodes. At first, the system capacity in terms of
managing user requests is investigated; next the manage-
ment of the requests exceeding the system capacity is
examined, targeting the minimisation of the requests that
cannot be served and therefore will have to be dropped.
To enable the optimisation of the system performance,
one major issue is the introduction of proactivity in the
resources administration. This is achieved by introducing
advanced prediction functionality that will enable us to
forecast the saturation of system resources and thereby
proactively schedule actions to avoid such situation. To
this end, we propose an innovative prediction-based load-
balancing scheme which allows for the proactive manage-
ment of the resource saturation, in terms of handling the
decision-making requests. The possibility of predicting
future loads is very important–it will enable to proactively
manage the system resources, by triggering load-balancing
mechanisms on time. Enhancing the load-balancing

mechanisms, the proposed prediction framework enables
(a) to forecast the number of requests that the system will
not be able to handle and (b) schedule their relocation to
neighbouring nodes that are not saturated. This work is
based on the user satisfaction metric: a metric of the net-
work response time, in terms of serving the decision-mak-
ing requests, defined in our previous work in [3].
The proposed prediction framework enables the pre-

diction of future values of the network response time,
employing load-prediction techniques based on the expo-
nential moving average approach presented in [4,5].
More specifically, we consider the load-prediction models
applied in Web-based systems [5,6]. The latter are not
based directly on resource measures but on the represen-
tation of the load behaviour of system resources (load
trackers). Such models ensure that not only a limited
view of the resources is provided, but also a view of the
behavioural trend. The prediction model enables us to
forecast future values of the network response time and
consequently the user satisfaction metric. Specifically, a
two-step approach is employed, as in [4]. Initially, the
representation of the resource load conditions is com-
puted based on the measured raw data of the network
response time–this is realised by the load-tracker mod-
ule. Next, the future values of the network response time
are forecasted based on a set of load tracker values for
the network response time. This is realised by the load-
prediction module [4].
The key part of this work is that the predicted values of

the user satisfaction are used to proactively trigger the load
balancing of the decision-making requests. The fine-tuning
and integration of the prediction mechanisms in our load-
balancing framework fosters the automation of the load-
balancing procedure, in terms of allowing the better utilisa-
tion of the system resources and proactively handling to-
the-edge saturation cases. The low computational com-
plexity of the prediction schemes yields a lightweight fra-
mework for load balancing which enables the optimal
proactive management of the decision-making requests.
This article is organised as follows. First, related work

in the area of resource management and load balancing
in future wireless networks is presented in Section 2.
Next, Section 3 analyses the algorithmic framework for
prediction-based requests management. The analytical
and prediction models that were used for the computa-
tion of the user satisfaction are introduced in Section 4.
The results of this article are presented in Section 5.
Initially, the evaluation and fine-tuning/parameterisation
of the prediction model is realised using a single net-
work-node test system. Next, the parameterised predic-
tion model is integrated in the load-balancing
framework and applied in a case study system. Finally,
conclusion remarks are drawn in Section 6.
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2. Related study
The dynamic resource allocation as well as the end-users’
load-balancing impose significant challenges, which have
been the objective of several research activities in the
literature, even in the context of mobile networks. The
common basis for such activities was that the huge
amount of generated user traffic represents a significant
stress for every domain of a mobile operator network
[7-10]. The proposed solutions have addressed different
parts of the network: (a) service domain, including adapta-
tion actions in the application layer (e.g. codec adaptation),
(b) backhaul/core network domain, including traffic
rerouting through the reconfiguration of Label Switched
Paths or Virtual LANs [10] and load distribution by intro-
ducing content caches [11] as well as (c) access domain,
focusing on actions for the efficient and fair scheduling of
the wireless link to the set of mobile user devices. At this
point, it should be noted that there is already early stan-
dardisation on load balancing in the access network as
regards the user traffic (e.g. scheduling, cell load balan-
cing) [7]. In the presence of many users and high traffic
demand, this should be applied in collaboration with other
base stations. On the access front, means of load balancing
of user traffic are network-initiated handover (either
within the same RAT or between different RATs and
antenna tilt adaptation). Besides, base stations normally
also perform admission control and traffic shaping for
uplink traffic [12,13]. It should be noted that related work
in the area of resource management/load balancing in the
access domain has mainly focused on the user plane data
and fails to address control signalling.
The proposed system also leverages on the prediction

models in [4,6], to realise the prediction of future
values of the network response time and consequently
the user satisfaction metric. Specifically, Casolari and
Andreolini propose an analytical prediction model to
forecast future load values of system resources under
real-time constraints; such model has been applied for
the users’ service demands in a web-based system. Sev-
eral linear and nonlinear prediction models have been
considered and tested for their accuracy and precision.
For example, the Exponential Weighted Moving Aver-
age (EMA) prediction method, which forms a good
candidate for modelling the prediction of the system
resources in this work, has been discussed in detail in
[14].

3. Algorithmic framework for prediction-based
requests management
In this work, we consider the decision-making requests
originating from mobile devices to network nodes, which
include dynamic adaptation alternatives (namely handover
and protocol reconfiguration) [15]. This work is based on
the system model enabling the dynamic adaptation of

mobile devices in cognitive radio networks analysed in [1]
by introducing prediction schemes for the load balancing
of user requests.
To this end, as analysed in [1], two types of physical

entities are considered in our model: mobile devices and
network nodes. Mobile devices include both reconfigur-
able and autonomous mobile devices, as analysed in
Section 1. On the network side, we focus on the nodes
that receive the decision-making requests (e.g. eNB): the
latter incorporate decision-making functionality for the
requests handling. This work proposes a lightweight algo-
rithmic framework for the efficient management of deci-
sion-making requests in a system, enhanced with
prediction schemes. The key concept addressed is the
dynamic computation of the system capacity in terms of
computational resources and the management of the
requests that exceed the system capacity. In addition,
future values of the system capacity are predicted. To this
end, the presented resource management framework
allows for the proactive administration of future resources
saturation.
Based on our previous work [1], the system capacity is

defined as the number of simultaneous decision-making
requests that can be handled by the network. Moreover,
the system capacity is affected by three parameters: (a)
the class of mobile devices (due to different response
time requirements per class [1]), (b) the number of
reconfiguration decision-making requests and (c) the fre-
quency of reconfiguration decision-making requests. Fol-
lowing the definition in our previous work [1], there is a
need for a common metric that will encapsulate the
abovementioned requirements and will be used to guide
the requests management. To this end, the notion of the
user satisfaction metric is used, as a metric of the satis-
faction of the user based on the network response time
for serving the decision-making requests. Low values of
the user satisfaction imply that the system resources are
close to saturation and therefore slow serving rate of the
decision-making requests; high values of the user satis-
faction denote adequate system capacity for handling
additional requests [1].
At this point, the basic steps of the algorithm dealing

with prediction-based requests management are pre-
sented (Figure 1). At first, the user satisfaction degree
is dynamically computed during real-time based on
network response time measurements, per class of
mobile device. Next, the current value of the user satis-
faction is compared with the satisfaction threshold: the
lowest possible value of the user satisfaction. If the
user satisfaction is found to be lower than this thresh-
old, then the requests reallocation procedure is
triggered.
In addition, future values of the network response

time are forecasted using the prediction framework. At
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this point, it should be noted that the innovation of this
work is the possibility for proactive load balancing based
on the predicted value of the user satisfaction. More
specifically, if the predicted value of the user satisfaction
is found to be lower than the user satisfaction threshold,
the requests reallocation is triggered to avoid future
saturation of the system computational resources. Next,

the requests reallocation phase is initiated. This phase
includes two steps:

• The selection of the nodes that will participate in
the reallocation procedure.
• The application of the reallocation procedure
through realising the requests offloading.

Figure 1 Flowchart for prediction-based resource management.
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The first step includes a negotiation procedure for the
selection of the appropriate neighbouring nodes to parti-
cipate in the reallocation procedure. The latter is
applied using a threshold-based approach. We follow
the concept of the reallocation threshold in [1]: the
minimum acceptable value of the node’s user satisfac-
tion that allows its participation in the reallocation pro-
cedure. We consider that the neighbouring nodes with
the highest values of user satisfaction that fulfil this pol-
icy will participate to the requests reallocation. If no sui-
table nodes are identified, then this means that certain
decision-making requests will have to be dropped.
If a set of suitable neighbouring nodes are identified to

participate in the nodes’, next the reallocation of the
requests will take place. This procedure is realised using
a threshold-based approach, based on the mean reallo-
cation satisfaction metric: this is defined as the mean
value of the satisfaction degree of the participating
nodes in the reallocation procedure [1]. The nodes with
lower value than the mean reallocation satisfaction
should allocate a percentage of the serving mobile
devices to the nodes with higher user satisfaction than
the mean reallocation satisfaction. The actual percentage
can be either fixed (static) or can be computed in a
dynamic manner targeting the fair request reallocation
according to the user satisfaction of the nodes.
At this point, we should point out that the proposed

scheme enables the management of decision-making
requests coming from both reconfigurable and autono-
mous mobile devices. This lightweight algorithmic fra-
mework is to be integrated within the network nodes
handling the decision-making requests and is fully
autonomous. The network operator should manage the
scheduling and the realisation of the resource measure-
ments as well as the definition of the required thresh-
olds for the implementation of the decision-making
procedure (e.g. user satisfaction threshold, reallocation
threshold).

4. Analytical and prediction models for user
satisfaction
Based on the proposed algorithmic framework, we need
to define the user satisfaction metric as a function of
the network response time. As analysed in the previous
section, user satisfaction is the key metric for load bal-
ancing: if the computed or the predicted value of the
user satisfaction is above the user satisfaction threshold,
then the load-balancing procedure is triggered. First of
all, based on our previous work [1], we define as net-
work response time the response time experienced by a
mobile device making a decision-making request to the
network side. We differentiate the network response
time per class of mobile devices. Therefore, we define
the response time of class c Rc as the response time

experienced by a class c mobile device making a deci-
sion-making request. We also define as user satisfaction
SAc, the normalised distance of the network response
time Rc from the maximum value of the response time
Rmax
c to the interval of the maximum response time

minus the minimum response time Rmin
c . Therefore,

user satisfaction is analysed as follows, based on the
work [1]:

SAc =
Rmax
c − Rc

Rmax
c − Rmin

c
(1)

At this point, it should be noted that the maximum
and minimum values of the response time are depen-
dent on the number of the decision-making requests
and the average time between requests. Their values can
be computed only with iterative techniques which are
characterised by high computational complexity. To this
end, targeting a lightweight mechanisms for load balan-
cing we compute the bounds of the maximum and
minimum response time. Therefore, the approximate
value of user satisfaction is given below:

SAc =
RUp
c − RMs

c

RUp
c − RL

c

(2)

In this direction, the computation of user satisfaction
requires: (a) to also compute the upper and lower
bounds of the network response time and (b) to mea-
sure the network response time. As regards the bounds
computation, this is realised using the methodology and
respective analytically model proposed in our previous
studies [1,16,17]. The latter models our system as a
closed queuing network considering multiple resources,
different classes of devices based on their service request
patterns and multiple workload mixes [18].
In a similar manner, we introduce the notion of the

predicted value of the user satisfaction, LSAc, which is
defined as the normalised distance of the predicted net-
work response time LRc from the maximum value of the
response time Rmax

c to the interval of the maximum

response time minus the minimum response time Rmin
c .

Therefore, the predicted user satisfaction is analysed as
follows:

LSAc =
Rmax
c − LRc

Rmax
c − Rmin

c
(3)

In addition, the approximate value of predicted user
satisfaction is given below:

LSAc =
RUp
c − LRMs

c

RUp
c − RL

c

(4)
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From now on in this article, when we refer to the user
satisfaction/predicted user satisfaction, the approximate
values will be considered.

4.1. Prediction model
The computation of the predicted value of the user
satisfaction LSAc requires forecasting the values of
future response time, based on existing measurements.
To this end, we consider the methodology presented in
[4] for load prediction, in order to forecast the future
network response time.
More specifically, as analysed in the literature [6], the

application of load prediction directly to raw resource
measurements fails to capture the behavioural trend of
the resource metrics. To this purpose, the application of
the prediction to a set of “filtered” data leads to a more
representative view of the load conditions, smoothing
the resources measurements. This is achieved by using
the load tracker functions, which allow filtering the
noise and excluding outlier values that correspond to
numerically distant observations from the rest of the
resource measurements. Next, the prediction is applied
using the load tracker values.
As regards the load tracker, both linear and nonlinear

load trackers have been investigated in the literature
[5,6]. Linear load trackers are based on moving averages.
Such trackers are characterised by low computational
complexity while achieving a smooth filtering and
approximation of the resource measurements. Their dis-
advantage lies in the introduction of delay in the repre-
sentation of the load trend, and oscillations when
limited set of data are used for resource measurements.
This limitation is effectively handled by the nonlinear
load trackers; such spline-based approaches allow for a
better approximation of the resource load variations. On
the other hand, their computational complexity is
higher.
Based on the analysis in [4,6], we selected the Expo-

nential Moving Average (EMA) load tracker, to be used
for load prediction in this work. The EMA load tracker
leads to higher accuracy in the final load prediction
compared to other load trackers, while its low computa-
tional complexity allows for its incorporation in the pre-
sented lightweight framework for resource management.
At this point, the model used for load representation

and prediction is analysed; it should be noted that the
resource metric that is employed for this model is the
network response time. We consider the samples of the
network response time Rc,i at time ti, and a set of col-

lected n measures denoted as −→
Rc,n(ti) = (Rc,i−1, ..,Rc,i) .

In addition, the load tracker is denoted as a function

LT(
−→
Rc,n(ti)) : �n → � that takes as inputs −→

Rc,n(ti) and

gives a representation of the resource load conditions li
at time ti [4].
In this work, we employ the EMA load tracker, which

is the weighted mean of the n resource measures of the

set −→
Rc,n(ti) , where the weights decrease exponentially.

The EMA-based load tracker LT(
−→
Rc,n(ti)) , for each time

ti where i >n, is equal to

EMA(
−→
Rc,n(ti)) = α ∗ Rc,i + (1 − α) ∗ EMA(

−→
Rc,n(ti−1)) (5)

where the constant α =
2

n + 1
is the smoothing factor.

In addition, we denote the load prediction as a func-

tion LRc,k(
−→
Lq (ti)) : �q → � which takes as input the set

of q values −→
Lq (ti) = (li−q, .., li) and returns the predicted

value at time ti+�, where k > 0. In this analysis, we con-
sider the load predictor employed in [4], which is based
on the linear regression of two available load tracker
values. Each predictor is characterised by the following
set of values:

• The predicted window k which represents the size
of the prediction interval.
• The past time window q, where q is the distance
between the first li-q and the last li load tracker
value.

The load predictor of the load tracker is the line that
intersects the two points (ti-q, li-q) and (ti, li), and
returns l̂i+κ

that is the predicted value of the load
tracker li+� at time ti+K, which is given by [4]

LRc,k(
−→
Lq (ti)) = m ∗ (ti+k) + α (6)

where m =
li − li−q

q
and a = li-q-m * ti-q.

In addition, the input values −→
Lq (ti) are given by the

output of the EMA load tracker.
Therefore,

−→
Lq (ti) = EMA(

−→
Rc,n(ti)) = α ∗ Rc,i + (1 − α) ∗ EMA(

−→
Rc,n(ti−1)) (7)

Using (5), Equation (7) is analysed as follows:

LRc,k(α ∗ Rc,i + (1 − α) ∗ EMA(
−→
Rc,n(ti−1))) = m ∗ (ti+k) + α (8)

After computing the predicted value of the network
response time using Equation (8), the predicted value of
the user satisfaction can be computed using Equation
(4).
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5. Results
5.1. Evaluation of the prediction model
To evaluate the prediction model, we consider its appli-
cation in a simplified single-node test system which
comprises both reconfigurable and autonomous mobile
devices and a network node that handles the decision-
making requests; such node also incorporates the
enhanced functionality for prediction. The simulations
were realised using MATLAB Simulink tool. At the
starting point of the simulation, the network node serves
600 reconfigurable and another 600 autonomous
devices. In order to be in accordance with a real system
as regards the dynamic alteration of the network
response time, we consider that it follows a gamma dis-
tribution. Next, using the presented model we apply the
load tracker function to obtain a smoother and more
representative view of the load conditions. Finally, we
compute the predicted value of the network response
time. In addition, during the simulation we are able to
compute the delta between the actual value of the net-
work response time and the predicted one.
The scope of the evaluation is threefold:

1. To investigate if the load tracker approaches well
the behaviour of the system load in terms of net-
work response time, for the given networking case
study.
2. To examine if the predicted values of the response
time approach adequately the future values of the
load trend.
3. To realise the parameterisation and fine tuning of
the presented model, towards the optimum combi-
nation of the values for the three following para-
meters: the number of past values that are
considered in the load tracker, the predicted window
k and the past time window q.

In order to examine the first goal, we need to evaluate
the number of past values considered in our system ver-
sus the predicted window k. Therefore, we evaluate the
autocorrelation function (ACF) of the load tracker,
which illustrates the correlation between the response
time at a given time instance and its predicted value k
steps latter. The goal is to find which load tracker is
considered predictable; to this end, we evaluate the AC
function for the EMA load tracker taking into account
multiple numbers of past measures. It is important to
mention that a dataset is considered predictable with an
adequate accuracy for a prediction window k, if the
value of its ACF is greater than 0.3 [19].
Figure 2 presents the values of the ACF of the EMA

load tracker, for various values of the considered past
measures n. As shown in the figure, the upper threshold

for the acceptable values of the predicted window is k =
20, since for higher values of k, the ACF decreases
abruptly. Given this threshold and based on numerical
values of the ACFs for the different load trackers con-
sidered in Figure 2, the results show that the EMA30

load tracker (n = 30) is always more predictable than
the others–this is shown by its higher ACF value. In
addition, the best results are obtain for k = 5 and 10.
The same results were obtained for the class of autono-
mous mobile devices.
As regards the second goal, we evaluate the ability of

the prediction model to forecast future values of the
network response time using the prediction error
metric, as in [4]:

εi+k =

∣∣
∣∣
∣
li+k − l̂i+k

li+k

∣∣
∣∣
∣

(9)

where li+k is the actual value of the load tracker at
time ti+k and l̂i+k is the predicted value. Next, we evalu-

ate the mean value Δp of the prediction error for the
entire observation period:

�P =

∑

i
εi+k

M
(10)

where T is the length of the observation period [4].
To this end, we consider that n = 30, and we compute

the mean value Δp of the prediction error for k = 10 and
15 since these are among the best values for EMA30. In

addition, since k/
2 ≤ q ≤ k , we consider the following

values of q, namely q = 5,8,10,15. The results show that
the lowest value of the prediction error is obtained for q =
10 and k = 10, when considering the requests coming
from reconfigurable mobile devices (Table 1).
Similar results were obtained for the autonomous

mobile devices class; again the lowest value of the pre-
diction error was obtained for q = 10 and k = 10.

5.1.1. Case study for prediction-based load balancing
Following the evaluation and fine tuning of the predic-
tion model, we consider its integration in the load-bal-
ancing framework and its application in a case study
system. The target application environment considered
for the simulations is an LTE environment. The results
were derived through MATLAB simulations using the
MATLAB Simulink toolbox. The reason for choosing
MATLAB for the simulation of the algorithm is that
MATLAB offers a generic simulation environment,
allowing for greater freedom degrees compared to the
restricted configurations that another platform, such as
OPNET, NS-2, would impose, e.g. in terms of simulat-
ing-specific architecture. Using MATLAB Simulink, we
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can ignore the delay arising from the cross-layer com-
munication. Thus, the measurement of the network
response time consists only of the time required for pro-
cessing the mobile device request, thereby considering
out-of-band control traffic. The cross-layer communica-
tion quantity is more or less constant for each network
architecture and it can easily be incorporated when eval-
uating the performance of a real system.
The target application system consists of four network

nodes, simulating the eNodeBs in an LTE architecture
that manages the decision-making requests originating
from mobile devices. The mobile devices consist of both
reconfigurable and autonomous devices. Four separate
load-balancing systems take place in the procedure. The
first two load-balancing systems handle the decision-
making request per class, while the other two systems

handle the decision-making requests arising from the
prediction modules residing in the network nodes.
At this stage, the results of this work focus on the

application and the evaluation of the load-prediction
mechanisms in the load-balancing framework. At this
point, we would like to clarify the assumptions on the
simulation system setup, networking and other environ-
mental factors. First of all, in order to approach the
behaviour of a real system as regards the dynamic
alteration of the network response time, we consider
that it follows a gamma distribution. In addition, the
upper and lower values of the network response time
depend upon the time interval between two handover or
reconfiguration decision requests, defined as the think
time z. More details on the computation of these para-
meters are available in [1].
In this work, we considered three different simulation

scenarios. At the first simulation scenario, we assume that
the network nodes serve 600 reconfigurable and another
600 autonomous devices. Simulations were also executed
with a population mix of 1,000 reconfigurable and 200
autonomous devices (second simulation scenario). Finally,
the third scenario included a single-class population of
1,200 reconfigurable devices. The reason why we con-
ducted additional experiments increasing the number of
reconfigurable devices and decreasing the one of autono-
mous is the following: reconfigurable devices tend to
impose more load to the network (as proved in [1]), so it

Figure 2 ACF of the EMA load tracker for various values of n.

Table 1 Mean value of the prediction error for different
combinations of n, k, and q

n k q Δp

30 10 5 0.065

30 10 8 0.055

30 10 10 0.048

30 15 8 0.086

30 15 10 0.076

30 15 15 0.062
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is critical to investigate what happens at the edge of the
considered population mix, when only reconfigurable
devices exist in the system.
Following the algorithm presented in Section 3, the

user satisfaction degree is dynamically computed per
class of mobile devices based on the actual network
response time for serving the decision-making request.a

Two values of the user satisfaction are evaluated: the
actual value and the predicted value. The latter is com-
puted based on the predicted value of the network
response time. At first, the load tracker functions have
been applied, using the EMA30 load tracker; next, the
load prediction functions take place based on the out-
puts of the load tracker. Such analysis was realised for
both types of mobile devices.
It should be noted that we consider the optimal values

for n, k and q that were derived from the evaluation of
the prediction model (n = 30, k = 10, q = 10) in the sin-
gle-node test system. Next, for the presented multi-node
case study system, we have computed the mean value of
the prediction error using Equation (7). The results
show that Δp = 0.0048, as in the single-node test system
(third row of Table 1). Such outcome shows that the
prediction of the response time approaches very well the
respective load tracker value. Therefore, the introduc-
tion of the prediction functionality in the load balancing
of the decision-making requests is expected to enable
the proactive management of such requests, improving
the network management procedure.
Next, after computing the predicted value of the net-

work response time, we derived the actual and future
values of the user satisfaction for each class of mobile
devices. If one of these values is found to be less than the
user satisfaction threshold, then the reallocation proce-
dure takes place. For this case study, we consider that the
user satisfaction threshold is equal to 0.075. In addition,
we assume that the reallocation threshold is equal to 0.3.
Such threshold indicates that nodes with user satisfaction
lower than this value cannot participate in the load-bal-
ancing procedure. During such procedure, some devices
could not be reallocated, so they will be dropped. At this
point, we would like to point out that the assumption of
efficient network access coverage of our system: there
exists no energy gaps and the reallocation can be applied
in the considered nodes. Figures 3 and 4 show the varia-
tion of the total number of mobile devices, both with and
without the prediction module.
As seen in Figures 3 and 4 depict the simulation results

for the reconfigurable and autonomous devices, respec-
tively; the application of the prediction system in the
load-balancing framework results to dropping less mobile
devices requests than that of the initial load-balancing
framework. As regards the reconfigurable mobile devices,
for the first two experiments the percentage of dropped

devices is almost the same. According to the first simula-
tion scenario for the prediction-based load-balancing
system, 1.8% of the reallocation requests are dropped,
corresponding to 11 devices from the initial 600 (Figure
3a), while at the second one 1.9% are dropped, correspond-
ing to 19 from the overall 1,000 devices (Figure 3b). It
should be noted that the load-balancing framework with-
out the prediction mechanism results to dropping more
devices: 3% for the first scenario, corresponding to 18 of
the 600 devices and 3.1% for the second, corresponding to
31 dropped devices from the 1000. For the third simulation
scenario where the population mix is composed only of
reconfigurable devices, the prediction model results in bet-
ter improvement compared to the previous two scenarios
(Figure 3c). Specifically, only 15 from the 1,200 devices
could not be handled (1.25%), while without the prediction
model 39 devices were dropped (3.25%). In this case, the
absence of autonomous devices alleviated the system from
additional control signalling and thus it performed better,
resulting to an increased improvement of the overall
performance.
For the case of autonomous mobile devices, the respec-

tive failure rate is 9.3% of the mobile devices (56/600)
requests for the first simulation and 8.5% (17/200 devices
are dropped) for the second simulation. The correspond-
ing failure rates for the load-balancing framework without
the prediction mechanism are 11.1% (67/600) and 10.5%
(21/200), respectively, for the two simulation scenarios
(Figure 4).
To this end, we come to the conclusion that the predic-

tion-based framework optimises the failure rates for the
autonomous mobile devices, since the improvement in the
respective number of dropped requests is slightly better
than the one for the reconfigurable mobile devices. Such
conclusion reveals that the introduction of intelligence
and proactivity in the mobile devices eases the network
management of the decision-making requests. This is due
to the fact that the prediction and proactive management
operations are more effective for autonomous mobile
devices rather than for the reconfigurable ones. Another
important conclusion extracted from the above is that the
performance of the load-balancing mechanism is not
affected by the number of the reconfigurable and the
autonomous devices that each network node handles, with
an exception for the edges of the population mix. The first
two simulations proved that for each case the percentage
of the dropped devices is almost the same for each class of
mobile device. At this point, we should mention that the
involvement of “dummy” devices, namely legacy devices
with no intelligence or self-x mechanisms, does not affect
the load-balancing mechanism for the two classes of
“intelligent” devices. Although they consume system
resources, such “dummy” devices do not produce deci-
sion-making requests and cannot trigger the reallocation
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Figure 3 Total number of reconfigurable mobile devices with and without the application of the prediction framework in the load
balancing system for three different simulation scenarios. (a) Population mix of 600 reconfigurable and 600 autonomous mobile devices,
(b) population mix of 1,000 reconfigurable and 200 autonomous mobile devices, and (c) population mix of 1,200 reconfigurable and 0
autonomous mobile devices.
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procedure; therefore, they are not considered as sources of
control-plane signalling. In conclusion, the load-balancing
procedure for the autonomous and reconfigurable devices
is not affected at all from the existence of legacy devices.

6. Conclusions
In this article, we have discussed an advanced, proactive
resource management framework to effectively handle the
burden of the network resource management. We have
analysed the administration of the users’ decision-making
requests according to their originating class, considering
requests coming from reconfigurable and autonomous
mobile devices. The main contribution of this article is the
introduction of a novel algorithmic framework for load
balancing of user decision-making requests, integrating

prediction schemes. This framework is based on the actual
and predicted values of the user satisfaction: a metric of
the satisfaction of the user based on the network response
time for serving its requests. In addition, in order to fore-
cast the future values of the user satisfaction, we employed
and fine-tuned the prediction models proposed by
Andreolini. The latter are not based directly on the
resource measures but on the representation of the load
behaviour of system resources (load trackers). Such mod-
els ensure that not only a limited view of the resources is
provided, but also a view of the behavioural trend. In our
analysis, we evaluated the need to employ load trackers to
smoothen the behaviour of the load trend of the network
response time. The EMA30 load tracker was selected and
appropriately parameterised. Next, the future values of the

Figure 4 Total number of autonomous mobile devices with and without the application of the prediction framework in the load
balancing system. (a) Population mix of 600 reconfigurable and 600 autonomous mobile devices, (b) Population mix of 1,000 reconfigurable
and 200 autonomous mobile devices.
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network response time have been forecasted based on a
set of load tracker values for the network response time.
The key part of this work is that the predicted values of
the user satisfaction are used to proactively trigger the
load balancing of the decision-making requests, in order
to avoid the saturation of the computational resources. As
regards the requests reallocation, the neighbouring nodes
are considered, taking into account the utilisation status of
their own resources. Results demonstrate the gains of the
introduced system in terms of efficient resource manage-
ment. In detail, it is proved that the prediction-based
proactive reallocation of system requests minimises the
requests failure rates. This outcome is confirmed for both
reconfigurable and autonomous mobile devices. Better
optimisation is achieved for autonomous mobile devices.
This is a very important outcome that proves in practice
the theoretical assumption that autonomic systems pose
less administration burden in the network. Next steps of
this work include the introduction of traffic prioritisation
patterns [20], using policy rules.

Endnote
aIn order to be in accordance with a real system as
regards the dynamic alteration of the network response
time, we consider that it follows a gamma distribution.
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